
Article categorization

Design

- 7 principles of universal design

As the task talks about it on it’s own

Testing
Accessibility testing best practices
- Best practices in Quality Assurance
- Blackbox testing VS whitebox testing
Code quality standards and best practices
- Cybersecurity best practices
Market research for a startup

Everyone is aware of importance of testing, there options require it

App creation
Build an app like Tinder
- Building a startup from scratch
- Business models for startups
Java VS Node.js for backend development
Mobile apps prototyping tools
- NextJS VS React
- PoC VS Prototype VS MVP
- Shopping apps like eBay

Different apps are constructed and designed, so that’s why I think it’s appropriate separation

Studying
How do you become a QA engineer
- How to build an app like Uber
- How to build an MVP
- How to build an online marketplace
- How to choose an approach to testing
- How to debug GraphQL API
- How to run JavaScript in VSCode
- How to scale a startup
Stages of web design
- Web design questions to ask clients
- Where to hire app developers

Question word How tells everything, person discovers new points following above mentioned
links

Editing



When you come up with idea to develop something new and have a stunning idea of a
product. Many enterprises usually struggle with making this product special . They have the
same idea as a plenty of rivals on the market and have no clue about how to make theirs
stand out. This is significant key for your business! The burden is placed that there are
thousands of companies which have alike situation and commence merchandising without
anything interesting and special to recommend. As a result you’ll apparently become one of
them and won’t manage to get the attention of potential customers and acquire as many of
them as you were intended to attract. So you will have to be dedicated to work to satisfy your
wishes, accomplish your business goals.

Writing

Experienced in-house writers

Business Area is the best choice for convenient execution of all your ideas. In one simple
click you can cover all your deadlines up and spend time with family or friends. Clever choice
is made when it saves your time and gives and opportunity to enjoy surrounding life. There
are the tasks you can easily, without any stressful feelings fulfil:

- Topic research
- Keyword research
- Content planning
- Content writing
- Mentoring
- Content editing
- Content reviewing
- Publishing

Let us know that you are interested in one of these option and we are going to tell you all
details about its contents

Beginner in-house writers

We are so proud of meeting brave freelancer, who is going to change his/her life. All of us
bump into the difficulty of finding new version of ourselves. However, don’t give up as our
tool will help you to all the time in touch with modern technology. We are sure that below
represented key features will ease your entrance into successful careers steps.

Freelance writers

Business Area is though for multitaskers, those who are aware of everything and always in
contact with potential customers. No time to be bothered by simple difficulties, which can
arise using grey and not interesting apps. Definitely, it is important to take care of own
comfort. We assure that our portal is going to excite you. Once you started you wouldn’t like
to switch to another. Keep it in mind.


